READ-AHEAD MATERIALS FOR
RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING
GROUP MEETING FIVE
In preparation for Residential Parking Working Group Meeting Five, staff have assembled the following:
Repeat copies of the following materials from the Meeting Four read-ahead materials:
Recent Residential Site Plan Approvals
Highlights from the 2013 and 2016 Arlington Residential Building Studies
We are including these materials again in preparation for the staff presentation at Meeting Five that was
originally intended to take place during Meeting Four. If you already have printed copies of these on
hand you may skip printing pages 2 through 9 of this document.
New material for Meeting Five includes information on:
Communities that have revised their Parking Policies in Recent Years
Parking Policies in Peer Cities
Current Parking Practices
Additional background materials on the cities covered in these materials and a summary of two studies
on the relationship between car-sharing and private vehicle ownership can be found in the “Additional
Readings” section of “Meeting Five” on the “Documents” page of the project web site.
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Recent Residential Site Plan Approvals
The following chart and table describe the parking ratios approved for residential Site Plan developments between 2010 and 2016. The table
also identifies which projects have “Enhanced TDM” Site Plan conditions.

Parking Ratios Approved for Residential Site Plan Developments, 2010-2016
Other Approvals

"Enhanced" TDM Approvals
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2014

2015

2016

Table of Recent Residential Site Plan Approvals
See notes on the next page.
Project Name

19 Nineteen
Virginia Sq. Towers
Wakefield Manor
Rosslyn Gateway
Verde Point
Maxwell Apartments
M.Flats
The Latitude
WeLive
Union on Queen
1401 Wilson Blvd
The Springs
Marymount
University
Gables N. Rolfe St.
Pentagon Centre
Phase I Site Plan
Ballston Quarter
Res.
The Altaire
670 N Glebe Rd
Red Top Cab Site
4000 Fairfax Dr
Washington Vista
The Berkeley
2000 Clarendon Blvd
Mazda Site

Planning
Area

Approva
l Year

Residential
Units

Courthouse
Virginia Sq.
Courthouse
Rosslyn
Other Area
Ballston
Crystal City
Virginia Sq.
Crystal City
Courthouse
Rosslyn
Ballston
Ballston

2010
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

191

Courthouse
Pentagon
City
Ballston
Ballston
Ballston
Clarendon
Virginia Sq.
Rosslyn
Other Area
Courthouse
Ballston

Residential
Parking
Ratio

Res.
Parking
Spaces

Parking Modifications*
Number
Compact
Spaces

Parking
Ratio

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

104
133
202
163
198
265
216
193
274
104
267

1
1.15
1.01
0.85
0.95
1
0.89
0.9
0.56
0.948
0.83
1
0.99

194
562
189
113
193
163
176
262
121
183
228
104
265

2015
2015

395
693

1
0.94

395
649

X
X

2015

406

0.7

288

X

2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

453
173
580

1
1
0.79
0.8
1
0.92
1.23
1

175
463
264
64
241
112
491

491
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X

X

X

X

Other

Enhanced TDM**
ShortTerm
Subsidies

Carshare
Service

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

General
Payment

X

X

Project Name

Metropolitan Park VI

Planning
Area

Approva
l Year

Residential
Units

Pentagon
City
Ballston

2016

577

Residential
Parking
Ratio
0.83

Res.
Parking
Spaces
483

Parking Modifications*
Number
Compact
Spaces
X

Parking
Ratio

Other

X

X

Enhanced TDM**
ShortTerm
Subsidies
X

Carshare
Service

General
Payment

Founder's Square
2016
244
0.8
196
X
X
Office/Res Building
*Type of parking modification from the Zoning Ordinance approved.
**”Enhanced TDM” measures have taken one of three forms thus far, each of which we have described below. Note that in all cases, developers are
required to offer these benefits to tenants who do not purchase on-site parking first before moving on to other tenants. Note that free memberships and
subsidies are not offered to tenants of all residential units; the Site Plan conditions specify the number to be offered.
Short-Term Subsidies: The developer must offer to tenants, once per year for 30 years, either: 1) a $65 SmarTrip card; 2) a one-year carshare service
membership; or 3) a one-year Capital Bikeshare membership
Carshare Service: The developer must provide a certain number of on-site carshare spaces and also guarantee service by securing a contract with a service
provider. If necessary, the developer must agree to subsidize the service.
General Payment: The developer sets aside a certain amount of money to cover the cost of Metro cards, bikeshare memberships, carshare memberships, or
other subsidies in cooperation with Arlington Transportation Partners. Funds may be used for bike parking improvements, digital transit information

displays, or other improvements as well.
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Highlights from the 2013 and 2016 Arlington Residential Building
Studies
2013 Residential Building Aggregate Study (Published Final)
Results Related to Vehicle Ownership and Use
This analysis was based on resident surveys, vehicle trip counts, and parking occupancy calculations. Key
findings include:












Vehicle ownership increased with average household income.
Condominium owners owned more vehicles per adult than apartment residents.
There was an inverse relationship between vehicle ownership and transit access/proximity.
Ownership rates were lower in more walkable areas than in “car dependent” areas, but were
about the same if the area was “somewhat,” “very,” or “extremely” walkable.
Vehicle ownership was related to the cost of residential parking – particularly at a cost of $95 or
more per month, vehicle ownership dropped.
Few parking garages approached full occupancy. The average maximum parking occupancy for
all study buildings was 80%. The average minimum parking occupancy was 38% within the
Metrorail corridors and 20% outside the Metrorail corridors.
Parking occupancy and vehicle use seemed unrelated to the spaces per resident provided.
Overall parking occupancy within Metrorail corridors was similar for all weekdays. Weekend
occupancy was higher. Sunday evening occupancy was similar to the occupancy on weekday
evenings.

Across all study respondents, the average number of vehicles was 0.84 per adult resident. Condominium
residents had a higher vehicle ownership rate (0.88 vehicles per adult) than apartment residents (0.79
vehicles per adult).
Vehicle Availability and Annual Household Income

NOTE: TREND LINES ARE ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY, NOT A REGRESSION LINE OF BEST FIT.
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Garage Occupancy and the Building’s Location Relative to Metro Service
100%
90%
80%
70%

Max Parking
Occupancy

60%
50%

Min Parking
Occupancy

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

< 0.2 miles from
Metrorail

> 0.2 miles from
Metrorail; in Metro
Corridor

Outside Metro
Corridor

When grouping by distance from Metrorail, being outside the Metrorail corridors did not seem to affect
the maximum parking used (i.e., when all cars are in for the night), but did seem to impact the minimum
parking occupancy during the day (i.e., residents outside the Metrorail corridors appeared to use their
cars more during the day, probably for commuting, whereas in the corridors more cars sat all day in the
garages).

Other Observations
1. Conversions of buildings from condo to apartment or vice versa could impact the “right” amount
of parking for a building, independent other factors.
2. This building sample was not large enough to allow for disaggregation to individual corridors.

Study description
Transportation performance monitoring studies were conducted at 16 residential sites between 2010
and 2012. Eleven sites were located within the two Metrorail corridors, i.e. Jefferson-Davis or
yellow/blue line and Rosslyn-Ballston or orange line. Of the five remaining sites, one site was located
near the East Falls Church Metrorail but was aggregated with sites outside the Metrorail corridors since
many neighborhood and travel variables were similar to these sites. One site was located
in Shirlington and another along Columbia Pike, two planning areas with rich bus service but no
Metrorail service. Two sites were located on either side of I-395 close to the Glebe Road exit.
Neighborhood data for each site included the census blocks within Arlington whose centroid was less
than a quarter mile from the study site.
The 16 buildings included seven apartment buildings, one extended-stay hotel, and eight condominium
buildings. The buildings varied in population density, and some had retail on the ground floor. This
sample represented about:






3,700 occupied dwelling units at an average occupancy of 96 percent
4,840 total parking spaces, all types
1.04 – 1.55 residential parking spaces/unit (not including visitor/retail spaces)
Over 38,000 vehicle trips
1,450 resident survey responses (25 percent response rate)
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Data collection
PARKING AND TRIP GENERATION
Vehicle trips were counted by tube (or hose) counts for 24 hours/day for seven consecutive days for
each entrance/exit of parking facilities, i.e. garages or surface lots. Tube counts are a widely used
method for automatic trip data collection. Counts are conducted by placing a rubber tube or hose across
the travel lanes, and recording the pressure changes caused by wheels of vehicles crossing the tubes as
axle movements. Trips were aggregated into 15-minute intervals. Parking occupancy was calculated for
the seven-day survey period based on a one-time manual count during the week. The counts were used
to identify key variables:





Peak hour time of day (AM and PM)
Peak hour trips generated
Daily total trips generated
Parking occupancy by time of day

The counts were compared with ITE codes 221 (low-rise apt); 222 (high-rise apt); 232 (high rise
condo/townhouse); 310 (hotel).
RESIDENT SURVEY
Resident participation in the survey was voluntary and surveys were conducted both online and on
survey forms disseminated by the survey team at on-site events or through the property manager. The
property manager was also asked to send notifications and reminders over e-mail for a period of two to
four weeks or until a response rate of at least 20 percent was reached. The surveys were used to assess
the following key variables:




Weekly commute mode split, commute distance, and other commute characteristics
Mode share of non-work trips
Vehicle ownership
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2016 Residential Building Aggregate Study (Updated Sample, New
Analysis – Draft Results Only)
Findings Related to Parking Supply and Occupancy
Parking Supply and Occupancy at 37 Arlington Multi-Family Residential Buildings (Sorted by Maximum
Parking Occupancy)
Building Name

Total
Parking
Spaces
44
460

Parking
Ratio per
Unit
1.2
1.1

Parking Ratio
per Resident

Unbundled
Parking

Max Parking
Occupancy

Min Parking
Occupancy

The Macedonian
1.00
Yes
45%
-5%
The Halstead
0.81
Yes
48%
9%
Crescent Falls Church
398
1.6
0.78
No
52%
8%
Apartments
Garfield Park
282
1.2
0.80
Yes
53%
19%
Siena Park
410
54%
26%
The Phoenix at Clarendon
501
1.2
0.79
Yes
56%
29%
Metro
Liberty Center Residences
312
1.3
1.12
Yes
66%
40%
Millennium at Metropolitan
349
1.1
0.74
Yes
70%
30%
Park
Odyssey Condominium
340
1.2
0.81
No
74%
37%
Gramercy at Metropolitan Park
460
1.09
0.72
Yes
74%
42%
Clarendon Center
458
1
0.74
Yes
75%
40%
1800 Wilson Blvd
192
1.3
1.10
Yes
75%
32%
Grove At Arlington
297
1.5
1.12
No
77%
25%
V Point
120
1
0.63
Yes
78%
32%
Monroe Condominium
132
1.4
0.77
No
79%
42%
The Shelton
108
1.1
0.71
Yes
80%
18%
Penrose Square
428
1.4
1.10
Yes
82%
30%
Pershing Apartments
271
1.4
0.86
Yes
83%
14%
Dolley Madison Towers
478
1.3
0.66
Yes
83%
5%
Quincy Plaza
615
1.2
0.82
Yes
84%
43%
The Continental
470
1.1
0.78
No
84%
37%
Condominium
Turnberry Towers
379
1
0.84
Yes
84%
36%
ZosoFlats
212
1.3
0.84
Yes
85%
32%
55 Hundred Apartments
315
1.2
0.72
Yes
90%
31%
ARC 3409 (Joule)
91.56
1
0.88
No
90%
23%
Buchannan Gardens
92
0.8
0.42
No
92%
35%
Apartments
Parc Rosslyn
255
1.1
0.75
Yes
96%
45%
Crystal City Lofts
234
1.3
1.19
Yes
100%
49%
The Palatine
303
1.2
0.76
Yes
101%
25%
The Jordan
77
0.8
0.41
Yes
101%
40%
Sedona Slate
422
0.9
0.55
Yes
110%
54%
IoPiazza
339
1.3
0.63
Yes
Westlee Condominium
211
No
Liberty Tower Apartments
272
1.1
0.71
Yes
Lofts 590
221
1
0.72
Yes
Rows in bold are buildings that were included in 2013 report. Blank cells represent missing or not yet finalized data.
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Other Findings

92% of the residents that have a car park it in the residential building parking and 83% of those that have
a second car park it there too.

42% of the residents report a parking fee less than $50/month and 76% less than $100/month.

Half of the residents that park at work do it for free; only 32% of non-SOV users in commute trips that
occasionally drive to work do it for free. In consequence, 41% rate the availability to park at work as very good, but
only 27% non-SOV users do.

Study Description and Data Collection
The final dataset used to conduct the analysis contains over 2,900 individual responses from residents of
37 buildings. One building (condos) was combined with its neighbor (townhomes) due to the design of
the site and the response rate. Hence, reporting at the building level includes description of 36
sites. Data from both primary and secondary sources are included in this analysis. The three primary
data collection efforts consisted of:
1. An interview with the property managers to obtain building level data such as the number of
units and building occupancy, availability of parking, and types of TDM services offered.
Historically the property manager interview included questions about familiarity with Arlington
County services as well.
2. A resident travel behavior survey was administered to all the residents of each building included
in the study.
3. On-site data collection consisted of intercept surveys and entrance/exit counts, and parking
counts at each building site. The parking protocol was to have a full count of garage entrances
and exits 24 hours a day for seven days. Most counts were made using pneumatic tubes, in
cases where the garage entrances and/or exits presented a difficult geometry, video monitors
were used instead. The intercept survey was administered to persons entering and exiting the
sites and asking them only the transport mode they had used to reach the building or the mode
they were about to use upon egress.
These data were supplemented with secondary source data such as Walkscores©, Transitscores©, county travel
data and US Census commute data.
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Communities that have revised their Parking Policies in Recent Years
Cities around North America have been revising their parking requirements. This crowdsourced map from the Strong Towns web site gives a
sense of the variety of localities considering changes, both in terms of city size and location.
Minimums removed in at least one part of the city
Parking minimums lowered or removed for certain
uses
Currently discussing parking minimum laws

SOURCE: STRONG TOWNS. SEE HTTP://WWW.STRONGTOWNS.ORG/JOURNAL/2015/11/18/A-MAP-OF-CITIES-THAT-GOT-RID-OF-PARKING-MINIMUMS FOR THE INTERACTIVE VERSION.
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Parking Policy in Peer Cities
Abbreviations: sp /unit = parking spaces per unit; sp/bdrm = spaces per bedroom; TDM = transportation demand management

Place

Parking
Mins?

If yes…
Lowest
Min.

Highest
Min.

Unit of
Measure

Parking
Max.?

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure
Processes for Exceptions
Greater Washington Region

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions

Other Policy Notes

Evaluation

Year of
Policy

Washington, DC



Y

0

0.33 (if
>2
units)

sp/unit

Relief from these ratios
requires special exception.

N

Alexandria, VA



affordable
housing:
sp/unit
Y

0.5

1

affordable
housing:
sp/unit
Y

market
rate:
sp/bdrm

0.5

1



market
rate:
sp/bdrm
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Variation below the
ratio may be justified
without exceptions
according to an
allowable credit
system.
Variation above and
below the credited
reductions require a
Special Use Permit
(SUP).
5% variation in either
direction is allowable
without an SUP.

Car-sharing spaces
count towards
mins.
 Off-site (<600 ft.)
shared parking
with written
agreement.
 Downtown: no
mins.
By-right 50%
reduction for
 Buildings within ½
mile of Metro
 ¼ of “Priority Bus
Corridor” or
streetcar.
 Walking distance
to Metrorail
 walking distance
to BRT
 walkability index
score
 # bus routes
within a quarter
mile of entrance
 proportion studio
units
 affordability
threshold as a
percent of AMI










Reductions for distance to
transit require that residents
not be eligible for residential
permit parking.
Parking provided significantly in
excess of the requirement (2 x
min) requires mitigation; incl.
additional bicycle parking,
planting of trees, provision of
additional electric car charge
stations, higher Green Area
Ratio requirement.

This is a change to the Zoning
Ordinance, not an overlay
policy.
Some zones/districts with
preexisting parking
requirements which are not
affected.
Does not affect prior project
approvals or existing
construction unless they come
back for amendments or
changes.

2016

Nothing yet; very new.

2015

Planned Tysons Corner Urban
District - Fairfax, VA

Place

Parking
Mins?

If yes…
Lowest
Min.

Highest
Min.

Unit of
Measure

Parking
Max.?

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure

Processes for Exceptions



Y

1

1.6

sp/unit

Y

1.3

2

sp/unit

Ratio is both a min.
and max.
Must demonstrate
that off-street parking
spaces not in excess of
the TDM goals and
shall satisfy such TDM
goals in a manner
acceptable to the
Department of
Transportation.

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions







Montgomery County, MD



Y

1

2

sp/bdrm

Y (in Parking
Lot District
& Reduced
Parking
Areas)

1

2

sp/bdrm

Some exceptions are built
into the Zoning Ordinance
and can be selected by the
applicant.
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Other Policy Notes
Stated objective of the district:
reduce the amount of single
occupant vehicle trips by
Distance to metro
 limiting provided parking
(<1/8 mile; 1/8  encouraging shared parking
1/4 mile; >1/4  permitting managed tandem
1/2 mile; nonparking spaces
TOD)
 various TDM strategies (transit
Number of
subsidies, carpool and vanpool
bedrooms per unit
services, employee shuttles,
car-sharing programs, bicycle
accommodations)
Use of shared
parking analysis
using ULI model
instead of parking
table in ZO
Off-site parking
within 1/4 mile
 On-street spaces can count
subject to
toward required parking if not
deed/plat
in Parking Lot District
restriction
 Deciding body may waive any
Provision of carparking requirement except
share spaces (1
required parking in Parking Lot
car-share space =
District.
2 required spaces)  Notice to abutting owners, civic
MPDUs
association, HOA required.
Workforce
housing (0.50),
Age-Restricted
(0.75)
Senior housing
(0.50);

Evaluation

Just starting

Year of
Policy

Place

Parking
Mins?

If yes…
Lowest
Min.

Highest
Min.

Unit of
Measure

Parking
Max.?

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure

Processes for Exceptions
Other Cities/Localities

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions

Other Policy Notes

Evaluation

Year of
Policy

Kirkland, WA

Boston, MA



Y

Y

0

1

1

1.3

sp/unit

sp/unit

Y (in certain
districts)

0.5

1.5

sp/unit

N

Depends on project size
 "Article 80 Large
Project Review" for
developments over
50,000 sq. ft.
 "Planned
Development Review"
for projects on 1 acre
or more but with less
development
 Review by Board of
Zoning Appeal for
smaller projects.

The base zoning code has
minimums in most districts.
Some districts have maximums.
 Off-site shared parking
allowed.
In districts with
Maximums for special development
minimums
based on:
 affordable
 Existing land use
housing for elderly
 Available parking supply
persons can go as
 Housing density
low as 0.2 sp/unit
 Local street capacity
in all districts
 Cumulative impacts of new and
 floor area ratio of
proposed development
the development.
 In practice, parking maximums
are set by planning
neighborhood and whether or
not the project is within a 10minute walk of subway service.

A parking study:
 At least two days of
morning, afternoon,
and evening counts.
 Data must be
compared against two
comparable study
sites.
 Prepared by a licensed
transportation
engineer.

Parking utilization and
demand study must
determine that the
reduction proposed is
sufficient to fully serve
the use.

Bellevue, WA



Y

0

2

sp/unit

Y (in
downtown
zones)
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2

2

sp/unit

Parking reductions are
permitted only within
downtown zones.



Off-site shared
parking with
signed agreement
On-site shared
parking
If the property
owner can
demonstrate that
the resulting
parking will be
adequate for the
proposed uses.

Staff also uses the King County
(WA) Right Size Parking Calculator
to verify study results, and as a
point of comparison.

Off-site shared parking is permitted
within the downtown zones, if:
 Adequate visitor parking exists
on the subject property
 Adequate pedestrian, van or
shuttle connection between
the sites exists
 Adequate directional signs are
provided.

2001

Denver, CO

Place

Parking
Mins?

Yes

If yes…
Lowest
Min.

0.33

Highest
Min.

1.5

Unit of
Measure

sp/unit

Parking
Max.?

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure

Processes for Exceptions

Applies to projects with 30
or more units under
Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance

No

San Francisco, CA

Chicago, IL



No
(some
zones)

Y (some
0
zones)



No (some
zones)

1

sp/unit

Y
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N/A

N/A

Max. set
relative to
the ratio
for each
zone (e.g.,
"max of 3
sp/unit
where 1 is
required")

Residential
developments seeking
ratio below 0.5
sp/unit must go
through an
administrative
adjustment process.
If the zoning
administrator
eliminates the parking
requirement, the
project must also
comply with
'Pedestrian Street'
design regulations,

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions
 Units restricted to
residents 60+:
0.33 sp/unit.
 Assisted living:
0.5-0.75 sp/unit.
 20% reduction
granted for
Inclusionary
Housing
Ordinance
developments





Evaluation

Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
developments must include
affordable housing for a period
of at least 15 years.
Must include 10% of total units
as affordable.

No parking
requirements if
located within 1/4
mile of a rapid transit
station (1/2 mile if the
project is located on a
designated
'Pedestrian Street').

Reduction from residential parking
requirements is granted only if
parking is replaced with alternative
transportation options, such as a
car sharing station on site, or bike
parking.





When lots face
onto a curbside
transit or bicycle
lane.
Off-street parking
spaces may be
replaced by
bicycle parking.



Parking requirements have
been removed from large part
of city since 2005.
Includes above-ground parking
to Floor-Area Ratio
calculations, encouraging
compact, underground parking.
Also facilitates conversion of
parking to other uses.

Year of
Policy

2010




All districts except RH
(residential, house)
require no parking or
permit simple exceptions.

Other Policy Notes

2013 TOD
ordinance reduced
prior 1 sp/unit
requirement to 0.5
sp/unit for
development
within 600 ft. of
rapid transit stop
(1,200 ft. if on
officially
designated
'Pedestrian Street’)
TOD ordinance
proved not
aggressive enough,
amended in 2015.

2015

2015
(most
recent
change)

Redmond, WA

Place

Parking
Mins?

Y

If yes…
Lowest
Min.

1.2

Highest
Min.

Unit of
Measure

2

sp/bdrm.
for studio
through 3
bed. unit

Parking
Max.?

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure

N

Processes for Exceptions
 Administrator can
modify amount of
required off-street
parking based on
several factors;
 Reductions are
evaluated using the
results of parking
studies,
Transportation
Management Plan.
Reductions if BZA finds:

Cambridge, MA



Y

1

1

N (for this
space/unit housing
type)



Reduction will not
cause excessive
congestion, hrm the
public welfare, etc.
Reduction will provide
positive
environmental
benefits to users and
the neighborhood,
incl. " assisting in the
provision of
affordable housing.”

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions
Up to 25% of parking
requirement can be
met using:
 curbside spaces
 in lieu parking
fees
Minimums can also be
met with:
 off-site parking
within 600 feet
 Shared parking
 Availability of
surplus off-street
parking
 Proximity to
transit station
 Availability of
public/commercial
parking facilities
 Shared use of offstreet parking
with uses with
different peak
user demands,
 Age/income
restrictions (0.250.5 sp/unit)

Other Policy Notes

Evaluation

Year of
Policy

Reductions may be also be granted
if:




Parking would have negative
impact on the physical
environment (loss of green
space, pedestrian amenities,
etc.),
The cost of parking will
increase cost of development,
require variance relief from
other zoning requirements (for
affordable units)

Special permit may require any
additional spaces to be allocated to
visitors.

Portland, OR



Y

0.2

0.33

sp/unit
(depends
on total
number of
units)

Y
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0.5

1

sp/unit

Buildings <30
units: no mins.
 Minimums waived
if they “negatively
impact the
neighborhood” (at
city’s discretion).
Up to 50% reduction
through:
 Extra bicycle or
motorcycle
parking
 Spaces for
carshare or
bikeshare.



Applies only to sites: < 500 ft. from
a transit line with peak service at
least every 20 minutes
Or
<1,500 ft. from light rail station



Rules are response
to neighborhood
concerns with 2002
ordinance with no
mins in TOD zones.
Neighbors became
concerned that
side street parking
and traffic
problems would
result as
development
occurred.

2013

Parking
Mins?
Y

Highest
Min.
1.75

Unit of
Measure
sp/unit

Parking
Max.?
N

Seattle, WA

Place

If yes…
Lowest
Min.
0

If yes…
Lowes Highest
t Max. Max.

Unit of
Measure

Processes for Exceptions

Criteria for Parking
Ratios and Exceptions
Right Size Parking
Tool, a model that
relies on
 Average Rent
 Units per
Residential square
feet
 Percent of Units
Designated
Affordable
 Average Occupied
Bedroom Count
 Parking Price as a
fraction of Rent
 Gravity measure
of Transit Service
 Gravity measure
of land-use
intensity
Also,
 Shared parking
 Off-site parking

Other Policy Notes
 Complementary development
requirements include:
o Unbundling parking
costs
o Building secure bicycle
o Requiring car share
spaces in large new
developments.


Evaluation
Seattle has seen
success in the
increasing use of the
reduced-parking
allowances that they
already have, and are
considering more
reforms.

Year of
Policy
Btw.
Mid1990s
and
2012

In general, if the minimum
residential parking requirement
is 1 parking space per dwelling,
a majority of development is
going to provide that or close
to that amount.

California Statewide Parking Requirement Reductions for Senior, Affordable, and Special Needs Housing
Developers in all jurisdictions in California may request a reduction in minimum parking requirements to 0.5 spaces per unit for affordable housing and senior housing. Reductions down to 0.3 spaces per unit are available for special needs
housing. Developers seeking to use these ratios must meet established guidelines regarding percentage of affordable units in the project, distance and access to a transit stop, availability of paratransit services, and access to fixed bus route
services.
Passed in October 2015, the bill authorizes a city or county to impose a higher vehicular parking ratio, but only with substantial evidence found in an area-wide or jurisdiction-wide parking study.
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Current Parking Practices
Localities are using a variety of measures that go beyond the traditional minimum parking requirements.
The following is a list of potential policy measures to consider as compiled from multiple sources,
organized into “approval and development phase” and “post-occupancy” strategies. Note that some of
these strategies are already part of Arlington’s Standard Site Plan conditions or have been included in
certain approved Site Plans.

Approval and Development Phase Strategies
Transit Overlay Zones
Parking requirements differ based on access to transit. These zones are usually defined by distance and
often differentiate between bus and rail service, and sometimes require that the transit available have
high frequencies of service.

Affordable Housing Reductions
Units or buildings that have income requirements qualify for a reduction in minimum parking
requirements.

Senior Housing Reductions
Units or buildings that have age restrictions qualify for a reduction in minimum parking requirements.

Land Banking/Proof of Parking
The jurisdiction allows the developer to build less parking than required on the condition that the
developer reserves some space that could, in the future, be converted to parking should there be a
determination that not enough parking is being supplied. This is easiest with surface parking, which can
be left as landscaped space.

Eliminate Parking Minimums
Minimum parking requirements are removed entirely leaving the developer to decide how much parking
to provide or such that parking requirements only apply in certain cases.

Create Parking Maximums
Developers are limited in the number of parking spaces that can be built for each unit.

Use On-Street Capacity to Count towards Parking Supply
The jurisdiction allows a developer to build less off-street parking because there is a determination that
on-street parking will be sufficient. Such a measure would conflict with current Arlington policy that
expects parking demand to be met off street.

Parking Freeze
The community sets a ceiling on the amount of parking that can be provided in a given neighborhood or
district. Such a freeze is outside the scope of Arlington’s Site Plan process.

On-Site Shared Parking
For mixed-use buildings that share one garage the parking requirements for each use are reduced since
multiple uses can use the same spaces at different times of day.
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Off-Site Shared Parking
A developer can count excess parking supply elsewhere towards the new building’s parking
requirements. Jurisdictions will frequently require a signed agreement or lease in order to allow
reductions for off-site parking and may require that the off-site location be located within a certain
distance of the new building.

Centralized Parking
Instead of building off-street parking at the site, a developer may contribute funds towards the
construction and maintenance of a shared parking facility, usually owned and managed by a parking
authority or other public body.

Create Parking Requirements based on Number of Bedrooms
Because the number of adults living in a household or overall family size will impact the number of
vehicles owned, the jurisdiction may set parking requirements based on the number of bedrooms
instead of the number of units.

Differentiate Parking Requirements between Rental and Owner-Occupied Housing
For a variety of reasons, including income, residents of owner-occupied housing (such as condominiums
or co-ops) are more likely to own vehicles than renter households, all else being equal. Parking
requirements that differentiate between owner-occupied and rental housing allow developers to build
parking that might better match the car-ownership characteristics of their target market. Note,
however, that residential buildings may switch from rental to owner-occupancy or vice versa over its
useful life.

Post-Occupancy Strategies
On-Site Car-sharing Spaces/Service
Developers reserve off-street parking spaces for a car-sharing service. A further step that a developer
can take is to arrange a contract with a car-sharing service provider in which the developer guarantees a
level of revenue in order to keep the service operating on-site for a given period of time. This measure is
also an approval and development phase strategy if the developer is allowed to count those spaces
towards their minimum off-street parking requirements.

Free Car-sharing Memberships
A developer may offer free car-sharing memberships to tenants in order to encourage use. The offer of
free membership may or may not require that the resident does not park a vehicle on site.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
In the residential case, this can include improvements to sidewalks or building new pedestrian and
bicycle paths that connect the site to the rest of the bicycle and pedestrian network. For example, at a
site with a steep slope at one side, the developer might build a pedestrian staircase to help residents
reach a sidewalk on the ground above the site. Providing secure bicycle parking is another measure.
Secure bicycle parking can also serve as an approval and development phase strategy if the developer is
allowed a reduction in the parking requirements based on the amount of bike parking provided.
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Incentives for Transit
The developer agrees to subsidize transit fares for residents. The subsidy may come either in the form of
an on-going transit pass that reduces or eliminates the cost of transit for residents or a one-time pass
designed to encourage the resident to “try” transit. Like car-sharing memberships, the offer of the
subsidy may require that the resident not park a vehicle on site.

Pricing and Unbundling of Parking Costs
Instead of incorporating the cost of a parking space into a lease or sales contract, the developer offers
parking spaces separately from the housing unit for a fee. Note that if the fee is low relative to the local
market for parking or relative to the cost of the housing unit, then pricing will have little effect on
demand.
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